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tudes and abilities that the Federal Council of the 
Churches of Christ in America is broadcasting a little 
pamphlet entitled "Outline Studies of the Problems 
of the Reconstruction Period." It can be had for 25 
cents by writing to The Association Press, 347 Madi- 
son Ave., New York City. 

Thirteen topics are outlined, with reading refer- 
ences, as follows : Alcoholism, Social Vice, The Broken 
Family, The Status of Women, The Home-coming 
Men, Democracy and the War, Industry, The Ending 
of War, Nationalism and Internationalism, War Fi- 
nance and the Increased Burden of Living, The New 
Task of Organized Religion, The Spirit of Co-opera- 
tion and Service, and The Goal of Civilization. 

Peace Issues are now just as urgent as War Issues 
ever were in the courses of the S. A. T. C. colleges, 
and with this booklet in hand they can be courses in 
self -tuition by local study-clubs these long winter 
nights.- E. C. B. 

TEACHERS' PENSIONS 

FOR 
nearly ten years past the Committee on Salar- 

ies, Tenure, and Pensions, of the N. E. A., has 
been engaged in a study of the problems connected 
with teacher remuneration and has published the re- 
sults of its work in four bulletins of the U. S. Bu- 
reau of Education. 

This committee has also secured the co-operation of 
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching and as a result of this co-operation, Bulletin 
Number Twelve, Pensions for Public School Teach- 
ers, has just been published by the Foundation. The 
material of the bulletin is the result of a condensation 
and rearrangement of the great store of facts on this 
problem collected by the N. E. A. Committee and 
makes easily available such facts as are known about 
teacher pensions in our public school systems. 

The bulletin clearly reveals the growing sentiment 
for such procedure and summarizes in an excellent 
manner the points of strength and of weakness in 
state systems of pensions for public school teachers. 

The bulletin is free and may be secured by writing 
to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, 576 Fifth Avenue, New York City. - 
L. A. W. 

SOME WISE THOUGHTS FROM STATESMEN 
AND SEERS 

Freedom is a new religion, the religion of our time. 
But the French are the choseri people of the new re- 
ligion, and in their language the first gospels have been 
written. Paris is the New Jerusalem, and the Rhine 

is the Jordan which separates the promised land of 
freedom from the land of the Philistines. - HEiNE 
(in 1830). 

Books are the best of things, well used; abused, 
among the worst. What is the right use? What is 
the one end which all means go to effect? They are 
for nothing but to inspire. I had better never see a 
book than to be warped by its attraction clean out of 
my own orbit, and made a satellite instead of a sys- 
tem. - Emerson. 

You cannot become thorough Americans if you 
think of yourselves in groups. America does not con- 
sist of groups. A man who thinks of himself as be- 
longing to a particular national group in America, has 
not yet become an American, and the man who goes 
among you to trade upon your nationality is no worthy 
son to live under the Stars and Stripes. - Woodrow 
Wilson. 

There is a serene Providence which rules the fate of 
nations which makes little account of time, little of 
one generation or race, makes no account of disasters, 
conquers alike by what is called defeat or by what is 
called victory, thrusts aside enemy and obstruction, 
crushes everything immoral as inhuman, and obtains 
the ultimate triumph of the best race by the sacrifice 
of everything which resists the moral laws of the 
world. - Emerson. 

One of the things in life which we use the most and 
value the least is language. It is the distinction of 
our race, our highest prerogative, the instrument of 
our progress. It is the bond of brotherhood, too, and 
the body in which truth becomes incarnate. The 
thought-history of the race is written in the very 
structure of its speech; and a language or a dialect is 
as significant of great social forces now long spent as 
the strata of the earth's surface are concerning seismic 
energies. - Adams. 

RURAL SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES 
Might as well try to run the streams up-hill as un- 

dertake to keep the boys from migrating cityward so 
long as there is such paucity of social and recreational 
opportunity as exists in some rural communities. 

When you purchase your morning paper at the 
news-stand, do you call for The Cross-Roads Head- 
light or the Dull Ridge Tail-Piece? No sir; you must 
have The Metropolitan Times if it's there. Nothing 
short of it will satisfy you. 
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